11+ E NGLISH

E NGLISH :
11+ P REPARATION
• Extended Writing preparation, Poetry, Comprehension and SPaG in English
• Follow a novel based curriculum - using high level texts in both reading comprehensions and to inspire
writing.
• Oral skills- drama, public speaking, interview.
• Consolidation and completion of Year 6 curriculum objectives

Support in school:
• Boosters
• Weekly testing - ISEB and other schools’ past papers
• Spotlight on exam technique
• Further boosters in smaller groups

G ENERAL
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

The 11+ ISEB Curriculum is taught alongside high quality literature
Autumn Term
Autumn Term
Firework Maker’s Daughter,
Phillip Pullman
Poetry

Spring Term
Varjak Paw, S. F. Said

Summer Term
Aquila, Andrew Norriss
Spiderwick Chronicles, Holly
Black and Tony DiTerlizzi

Autumn Term
Holes, Louis Sachar

Spring Term
Kensuke’s Kingdom, Michael
Morpurgo

Summer Term
Macbeth, William Shakespeare

Gothic fiction, inc. Dracula,
Frankenstein, etc.
Tell Tale Heart, Edgar Allen Poe

Spring Term (post 11+)
Poetry, inc. Tennyson, Duffy and
Wordsworth
The Lady of Shallot,

Summer Term (post 11+)
The Speckled Band (Sherlock
Holmes),
A Case of Murder,
Lamb to the Slaughter, Roald
Dahl

H OW

CAN YOU SUPPORT YOUR CHILD AT HOME ?

REVISION:
• Revision of foundational concepts

• Online practice
• Discussion of current events/topics of interest
• Visiting places of interest
• Understanding, analysing and using vocabulary

BUILDING HABITS:
• Help with organisation and homework
• Relax and enjoy down time together
• Reading (and discussing)

• Questioning
• Speaking up and being confident

READING COMPREHENSION
They will need to be able to:
• Read the text
• Have a sense of what it is about
• Be able to imagine what is going on
• Know what most of the words mean
• Be a detective
Encourage reading as much as possible: make sure your child is a local library member and
always has a pile of books available to them.
Talk about anything they’re reading: ask what they would do in situations encountered, what
they think a character is thinking/feeling, what might happen next?
Build vocabulary whenever you can: be interested in words together, have fun looking up
unfamiliar words in a dictionary, and using them, too.
Share the reading experience: read to your child as well as listening to your child read, enjoy
doing word puzzles together.The key is: enjoy together!

READING

